
   GRADE- 1 

11/05/2020 

Mon 

ENG MATHS EVS HINDI 

Use these verbs to fill in the blanks 
below.                                                               

(Play,Drive,Sing,Write,Draw).                       

1.You........a car.                                        

2. You………with a pen.                                 
3.You………games.                                    

4.You………a picture.                                    

5.You……..songs. 

Learn and write (twice) the 
number names from 21-30  

I.Learn and write the words below 
5 times  in your notebook 

 

National , Flag , festival , colour, 

light. 
II.Draw our National Flag and 

colour it 

Write  ( n ) 1 page 

Write  ( o ) 1 page 

12/05/2020 

Tue 

ENG MATHS EVS 
 

GK 

I.Write any five things that you can cut 
with a knife or a pair of scissors. 

II.Circle the odd one.                                        

1.Lion. Crow. Parrot.   Pigeon.    
2.Pencil. Glass. Bottle.   Bucket.  

 3.House. Tree. Grass. Fruit. 

 

Learn and write number names 
from 1 -30 . 

Learn and write (5 times ) the  
words given below,: 

 

Holi , Eid , Pongal , Onam, sweet 
dish 

Learn the names of 5  trees. 

Learn and write the days of the 

week. 

a) How many colours are there 

in a rainbow? Ans: Seven 

colours  

13/05/2020 

Wed 

ENG MATHS EVS HINDI 

Use the vowel a,e or o to complete 

these words.      1)h…t.  2)r…t.  3)p…t.  

4)b…y  5)c…r. 6)p…n 7)t__n  8)t___y 

Read and write numbers from 

201 – 300. 

Learn and write(5 times) the  
words below: 

Diwali ,Christmas , Republic Day 

and Independence day. 

Write ( s ) 1 page 

Write ( 3 ) 1 page 

14/05/2020 

Thurs 

ENG MATHS EVS 
 

 GK 

I.Make any 2 rhyming words of the 

following : 
dry , pat, net , pen , tall , put 

II.Draw any of your favourite fruit and 

colour it. 

Simple Addition(+) 

  0 + 1 = 1 
  1+ 1   = 2 

  2+ 1  =  3 

…… upto 19+ 1=20 
Write all the above sums  in 

your notebook. 

Learn and write(twice) this 

question and answer.    
 (Q)Names our national 

festivals. 
( Ans:) Republic day,       

Independence day  
 

Find and write  the  seven 

wonders of the world. 
 

Observe and remember the 

ingredients needed to prepare 
Tea. 

 

 

15/05/2020 

Fri 

ENG MATHS EVS HINDI 

Write and learn these word groups.          

1.Took away.  2.Give back.     

3.Come down 4.Put away.  5.Grow up. 

Learn and write multiplication 
tables from 1 - 3( 1 time) 

Draw a plant and label its parts: 

Flower ,stem, bud, roots, leaf, 

fruit 

Write all the strokes once. 

Draw & colour  a pomegranate  

& write letter ( अ ) 1 page 

 


